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A SUPPLEMENTARY COMMENT 

1. My full name is Timothy Michael Baker. 

2. I prepared the s42A report on groundwater matters, which has been pre-circulated and 

I understand will be taken as read. 

3. I have prepared the following evidence in response to Direction # 3, which asked two 

questions of me.  

QUESTION 1: Please provide an aerial photo showing the TDC property boundary, the 
location of the lined and unlined parts of the proposed wetland and the location of his 
proposed monitoring bores. If the proposed monitoring bores are not on TDC land, 
who is the land owner?  

 
RESPONSE TO QUESTION 1: 

4. Please find a marked up plan attached (Figure 1). Please note the monitoring wells are 

located are based on my best judgement of likely groundwater flow paths, not on 

proven piezometric contours. 

5. I consider that there are three aspects of the proposed WWTP operation that may 

affect groundwater quality. These are: 

 
a) Potential losses from the base of the lined (permeability of lining not confirmed) 

oxidation ponds 

b) Potential losses from the base of the proposed lined wetland (as a liner 

permeability of 1 x 10-9 m/s is not guaranteed by the applicant) 

c) Losses from the base of the proposed unlined wetland 

 

6. The applicant has proposed two monitoring wells, one up-gradient of the WTTP and a 

second monitoring well between the proposed lined wetland and the river. These are 

shown on Figure 1: Proposed bore location.  

7. I agree with the location of the up-gradient monitoring well, and have proposed that the 

second monitoring well is moved to be as close to the edge of the lined treatment 

wetland as possible.  

8. In addition, I suggest the installation of a third monitoring well immediately north of the 

WWTP ponds.  This well is located to measure groundwater that may flow in a 

direction more parallel to the river, rather than toward it (currently there is no 

information on actual groundwater flow direction).  
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9. I consider the discharge from the unlined portion of the proposed wetlands to be 

essentially a discharge to water because of the proximity to the river. Given this, I 

would recommend that the discharge from the lined portion of the wetland is included 

in the monitoring programme, and that a groundwater monitoring well is not required 

immediately adjacent to this. 

10. The land that the proposed wetlands and the two down-gradient monitoring wells are 

located on does not currently belong to the Tararua District Council.  I am advised by 

Ms Morton that one down-gradient well is located on land currently owned by Mr Philip 

Morrison, with the second location on land on by Mr Terrance Managh. 
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Figure 1: Proposed bore location  
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QUESTION 2: In paragraph 17b of his S42A report he notes that Town Creek is spring-
fed. In his schematic cross-section in Attachment B of his report Town Creek is 
shown as sitting above the water table, so it is not spring-fed at that location. Can he 
provide a map showing the extent of Town Creek and the likely areas where it is 
spring fed? Based on this, is it likely that seepage from the oxidation ponds will enter 
Town Creek?  
 
RESPONSE TO QUESTION 2:  

11. I have attached a new Figure below (Figure 2) showing the full extent of Town Creek. 

The alignment of the Creek is taken from the New Zealand River Environment 

Classification Database (REC, NIWA). The stream emanates to the east of town on 

the slopes of the low lying foothills. My interpretation of the stream being springfed has 

been taken from this mapping, and from visual observations of the flow in day-lighted 

sections in Town. 

12. It is feasible that the stream also gains flow along the base of the river terrace, in 

proximity of the WWTP, however there are no flow gaugings or groundwater level 

measurements to prove this.  

13. Adjacent to the WWTP ponds, the stream invert appears to be at approximately the 

same elevation as the base of the oxidation ponds.  This is shown in Figure 3 below. 

The location of the Creek on cross section included in my evidence was not an 

accurate representation of the actual invert of the stream. Given this, it is possible that 

seepage from the base of pond embankments could enter the Creek – this could easily 

be proved/disproved through longitudinal water quality sampling during a period of low 

flow.  A condition of consent could be imposed to investigate this if necessary. 
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Figure 2: Extent of Town Creek 
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Figure 3: Town Creek relative to WWTP pond embankments 
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